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Executive Summary 
This report provides an update on the financial and delivery performance of the work and 
programmes of activity within the Board’s thematic area. The report provides a recommendation on 
a business investment scheme. 
 

What does this mean for businesses, people and places in South Yorkshire?    
The MCA’s programmes of investment into business and growth priorities are core to its aspirations 
to create a stronger, greener, and fairer economy for South Yorkshire. 
 



Recommendations   
1. Note the financial and performance updates 
2. Approve the progression of scheme reference “D0049” to full-approval and contract award 
3. Approve the progression of scheme reference “D0060” to full-approval and contract award 
4. Note the forward plan timeline  

 
Consideration by any other Board, Committee, Assurance or Advisory Panel 
Assurance Panel 08 March 2023 
MCA Board 06 March 2023 
Business Growth and Recovery Board 09 February 2023 
  

 
1.  Background  
  
1.1 Under its terms of reference, the Business Growth and Recovery Board is authorised to 

make investment decisions up to £2m on items for which it has been given budget by the 
MCA Board. For items with a value greater than £2m, or for items that cannot be funded 
from the available budget, the Board can also endorse schemes to the MCA Board for 
consideration. 

  
1.2 This report provides an update on the programmes of activity for which the Board is 

funded at both a financial and performance level. The report also provides an update on 
the budget performance of core activity within this area.  

  
1.3 The report notes the resource that has been made available to the Board that has been 

committed and that which remains available to fund new or future year activity. 
  
1.4 The report also provides summaries of all activity that has been committed to and is in 

progress, and also the schemes that are currently in development that the Board may wish 
to choose to consider for funding at a later date. 

  
1.5 Finally, the report recommends investment of funding into two schemes that offer the 

opportunity for catalytic growth. Authority to consider the two schemes has been delegated 
by the MCA Board. 

  
2. Key Issues 
  
 Revenue Budget 
  
2.1 The revenue budget for this area can be differentiated between core activity and funded 

programmes. 
  

2.2 Core activity includes the annual work of the Trade & Investment Team, the Access to 
Finance team (AFCOE) and the Development and Business Support team. This activity is 
funded from core MCA resource and Growth Hub grant (£0.35m) received annually from 
Government. 

  

2.3 As period 12, it is expected that core activity will outturn under budget: 
  
   Base Outturn Variance 

 Core Activity £k £k £k 
Trade & Investment £560 £430 £130 



Development & Business Support £514 £424 £90 
  £1,074 £854 £220 

 

  
2.4 Movement on the prior reporting period, where a marginal overspend was shown, largely 

relates to the decision not to proceed with the India trade mission as had been budgeted 
for. 

  
2.5 Heading towards the new financial year, material concern remains around the future of 

Growth Hub funding. This resource has been received by the MCA since 2015 but was cut 
by 50% in the current year with an expectation that it may be withdrawn entirely in the next 
financial year.  

  
2.6 Board have previously been apprised of lobbying underway at a national level to retain 

Growth Hub funding, but at the time of writing there was still a lack of clarity. Item 7 on this 
agenda outlines how Growth Hub activity fits within the broader business support 
landscape to help assist decisions that are required on how to prioritise resource.  The 
report details a number of options for how prioritised activity currently funded from Growth 
Hub could be maintained and at what cost. 

  
2.7 These options and the accompanying recommendation can be considered regardless of 

any final funding settlement as part of considerations on how to deliver the target business 
support model for South Yorkshire. Should funding continue at its current or reduced levels 
the region could still choose to move away from the current Growth Hub model to 
something better aligned to its aspirations. 

  
2.8 Government will also often make funding available for programmes and projects that it 

would like other bodies to run on its behalf. The MCA bids for this funding on behalf of the 
region and if successful commissions delivery. Devolution powers and funding also give 
the MCA the opportunity to commission its own programmes of activity funded from 
Gainshare resource. In the current year, revenue programme activity is confined to the 
Made Smarter project and the body of activity clustered under the Business Renewal 
Action Plan programme. 

  

2.9 As at Period 12, it is expected that revenue programmes of activity will outturn under the 
base budget with a number of movements at scheme level: 

  

   Base Outturn Variance 

  £k £k £k 

Made Smarter £1,910 £1,200 £710 

Renewal Action Plan £1,071 £1,567 -£496 

  £2,981 £2,767 £214 
 

  

2.10 Increases in the cost of Renewal Action Plan activity reflects the commissioning of further 
activity during the year, fully funded from committed grant. It has been confirmed that any 
underspend on Made Smarter cannot be rolled forward into future years. 

  

2.11 Further information on these programmes is provided in the next section. 
  
 Revenue Programmes Performance Update 
  
 Renewal Action Plan 



2.12 In March 2021 the MCA Board made £6.91m of revenue funding available to the BGRB to 
commission activity that would help support the region’s businesses bounce-back from the 
pandemic. 

  
2.13 Since that point resource has been committed to a number of time-limited schemes and 

pieces of activity. To-date, £3.99m of activity has been commissioned with £2.20m of 
expenditure expected to be incurred by the end of the year. Commitments made to-date 
reflect the decision made at February’s Board to continue funding for Business Advisors 
for two further years, complementing Shared Prosperity Fund activity. No commitments 
have been made beyond the current year: 

  
   Commitment 2021/22 2022/23 Future  

  £k £k £k £k 
RAP Business Advisors £3,260 £635 £833 £1,600 
Tech Welcome £300 £0 £300 £0 
Transform SY £80 £0 £80 £0 
Communications and Marketing £240 £0 £240 £0 
Consortia Grants £50 £0 £50 £0 
Staffing £64 £0 £64 £0 
  £3,994 £635 £1,567 £1,600 

 

  
2.14 This activity leaves £2.92m (42%) of resource available for further investment. Item 7 in 

this agenda pack details a number of priority pieces of business support activity that 
currently remain unfunded. That report seeks the Boards views on this prioritisation with a 
view to bringing recommendations back to the Board at a proposed May meeting. 

  
2.15 There are no grant related time constraints placed on the use of the funding for this 

activity. 
  
 Made Smarter 
2.16 Made Smarter is a business support programme available to deliver interventions aimed at 

manufacturing and production firms in the region, supporting them to accelerate growth 
through improvements in productivity and efficiency. 

  
2.17 In 2021/22 the MCA was awarded £1.49m to run a region-wide pilot programme. That 

programme overachieved against commissioned outputs but resulted in an outturn 
underspend that could not be rolled forward to future periods and was repaid to 
Government. The delivery of this programme led to a further award of £4.90m to run a 
three-year programme from 2022/23 to 2024/25. 

  
2.18 At Period 12, it is forecast that the programme will outturn £0.71m under budget. This is a 

material deterioration in forecast expenditure from the last reporting date: 
  
   Budget Actual Forecast Variance 

  £k £k £k £k 

2021/22 £1,492 £1,200 0 £292 

2022/23 £1,910 £0 1,200 £710 

2023/24 £1,600 £0 1,600 £0 

2024/25 £1,600 £0 1,600 £0 

  £6,602 £1,200 £4,400 £1,002 
 

  



2.19 The new Made Smarter programme commenced in the Autumn of 2022, with the launch of 
a full procurement for a delivery agent to deliver the main component interventions. 

  
2.20 The procurement and contracting process have now been completed and Oxford 

Innovation commenced delivery of the programme in January.  The programme will deliver 
the following interventions/outputs over the next 2.5 years:  

  
 

 
  
2.21 Since the last reporting-date the Business Support team held a launch meeting with OIA 

and Yorkshire & Humber cluster partners on the 22nd February at the Advanced 
Manufacturing Park in Rotherham. Between contracting and the launch event, OIA were 
mobilising and recruiting to their project team.  

  
2.22 OIA now have allocated resource and commenced delivery of the project across the 

region, securing early interventions and identifying several more through a synergy with 
Manufacturing Growth Programme (MGP). 

  
2.23 Prior to OIA commencing delivery, the SYMCA project team utilised internal resources 

including Business Growth Advisors (with a manufacturing background) to deliver triage, 
diagnostics, and roadmap activity/ 

  
2.24 This early activity enabled the project team to help OIA and WYCA in identifying revenue 

and capital grant opportunities and projects for intensive technical support interventions. 
  
2.25 The current status of the programme is as follows: 
 

 
  



2.26 At Period 12 it is expected that the programme will exceed its engagement targets for the 
year whilst it is on track to deliver diagnostics, roadmaps, and capital grant awards.  

  
2.27 Intensive support interventions are expected to be marginally behind target for the year, 

but work around roadmaps are expected to have laid foundations for strong performance 
in 2023/24. Revenue grant awards are now flowing, with an expectation of strong 
performance in March. 

  
2.28 Due to the delays in confirmation of funding no leadership and management cohorts will 

be delivered in the current financial year. Government are aware of this issue. 
  
2.29 Discussions are ongoing with Government to try to secure any unspent funding for roll-

forward into 2023/24. 
  
 Capital Programme Performance Update 
  
2.30 The capital programme in this area consists of the Digital activity funded from clawback on 

the Superfast South Yorkshire Scheme and investments into businesses funded from 
recycled Local Growth Fund and Gainshare. 

  
2.31 Nine individual business investment schemes totalling over £41m remain in delivery or 

within a loan-term, with a further 5 schemes in development. Since the beginning of the 
financial year, two schemes that had previously been approved withdrew from processes 
along with a further two schemes that had not yet been approved for funding. One further 
scheme was added to the programme with the Board agreeing to fund the Canon Medical 
project whilst a further scheme is proposed for investment in this report. Further detail on 
these schemes are provided in appendix A. 

  
2.32 As at Period 12, it is expected that in-year capital activity will fall short of the base budget 

by c. £2m, a marginal improvement on the last reporting: 
  
 2022/23 Base  Outturn Variance 

Capital Programme Forecasts  £k £k £k 

Digital Programme £812 £236 £576 

Business Investment Schemes £11,180 £9,760 £1,420 

  £11,992 £9,996 £1,996 
 

  
 Digital Schemes 
2.33 To-date, £3.40m of capital funding has been recouped from Building Digital UK (BDUK) 

through the Superfast South Yorkshire scheme (SFSY). 
  
2.34 Of this funding, commitments totalling c. £2m have been made available through the South 

Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Strategy. This resource supports the SFSY team and a 
number of projects, which are now forecast to be spent in 2023/24. 

  
2.35 Since the last reporting-date expenditure forecasts on Digital activity have been pared 

back to the costs of the Superfast team. A number of projects that had been planned have 
now been deferred into 2023/24. 

  
2.36 Into the future more money is likely to be recouped as uptake of the broadband offer 

grows. Under the terms of the deal with BDUK, once uptake grows above certain levels 
the grant awarded by the MCA is repaid – this is the clawback mechanism. Repayments 



are received as capital receipts and can be deployed subject to the usual governance 
processes. Consideration could be given to using these receipts for some of the pilot 
schemes under development. 

  
 Business Investment Schemes 
2.37 Analysis shows that of all approved capital business investment schemes £17.7m of 

funding is still to be claimed. This represents a marginal improvement on the last reporting 
date. Whilst some of this funding relates to recently approved schemes slow progress 
against activity continues to be noted on the Gene Therapy Manufacturing scheme 
(approved 09/21) and The Floow scheme (approved 11/21). Officers continue to engage 
scheme sponsors to support delivery where necessary. 

  
2.38 None of the capital investment schemes in the BGRB’s purview are reporting inflationary 

pressures at this point. The MCA’s exposure to such pressures is capped at the funding 
provided to each scheme. 

  
2.39 Information on all capital schemes is provided in appendix A. 
  
2.40 At its meeting on the 6th March 2023 the MCA Board approved a delegation of authority to 

the Business Growth and Recovery Board to consider proposals for investment into 
scheme references D0049 and D0060. In delegating authority to consider these schemes 
the MCA Board has allowed the Board to approve the investment of resource held at the 
MCA level. Further details on these schemes are presented below. 

  
2.41 The Board does not hold further unallocated capital resource. Accordingly, further 

investment into capital business growth schemes beyond these delegations will require the 
Board to endorse schemes to the MCA Board who can choose to support schemes 
through Gainshare or other resource that may become available. 

  
 Programme Development Decisions  
  

 All scheme references are shown in Appendix 8.iii to allow cross-reference to project names. 

  
 Scheme Approval: D0049 
2.42 This report recommends the progression of scheme reference D0049 to full approval and 

contract award subject to conditions as presented in the assurance summary appendix 
(08.i).  

  
2.43 At its meeting of the 6th March 2023, the MCA Board agreed to delegate authority to 

approve this scheme to the BGRB. Delegation recognised a need to take a decision on 
this scheme in March to help support the business’ wider fundraising. 

  
2.44 The project seeks £7m of loan funding towards total project costs of £27.5m at an 

intervention rate of 25.4%. This project can be funded from Doncaster’s allocation of 
Gainshare. 

  
2.45 Funding is sought to support a 10-year delivery programme that affords the opportunity to 

create a world-leading green aerospace cluster in Doncaster, anchored and catalysed by 
establishing a manufacturing, test and operations centre delivering UK-developed and 
certified aircraft into export markets worldwide. 

  



2.46 Loan funding would be used over 12 months enabling the creation and establishment of 
the South Yorkshire aircraft manufacturing base and comprises: 

• Development of plans to realise the establishment of three production facilities in 
South Yorkshire 

• Key maturation of the production variant to be manufactured regionally 

• The set-up of an office in South Yorkshire 

• The recruitment of a regional team to manage the facility construction, coordinate 
local supply chain and academic institute engagement 

  
2.47 The project will initially deliver: 

• 63 Jobs created 

• 3 Apprenticeships 

• 3,500 Commercial Floorspace occupied (m2) 
  
2.48 Loan funding would both complement and support private finance generation that is 

required to support the business’ ongoing development. 
  
2.49 Loan terms have been agreed with the applicant based on a 10-year term and a subsidy 

control compliant interest-rate. 
  
2.50 Further detail, including proposed conditions of award, is presented in the appendices. 
  
 Scheme Approval: D0060 
2.51 This report recommends the progression of scheme reference D0060 to full approval and 

contract award subject to conditions as presented in the assurance summary appendix 
(08.ii).  

  
2.52 At its meeting of the 6th March 2023, the MCA Board agreed to delegate authority to 

approve this scheme to the BGRB. Delegation recognised a need to take a decision on 
this scheme in March to help support the business’ wider fundraising. 

  
2.53 This project seeks £1.5m equity funding towards total project costs of £400m at an 

intervention rate of 0.4%. Funding for this scheme would be drawn from the MCA 
allocation of the Gainshare delivery-ready capital funding. 

  
2.54 The business is a venture company working in partnership with the universities of Leeds, 

Manchester, and Sheffield. It has a ‘profit with purpose’ motive and aims to match long-
term capital to the commercial opportunities being generated from IP from the universities 
and regions. In the recent months the company has invested £40m into start-ups in South 
Yorkshire and is actively looking at more opportunities. Whilst its relationship with the 
universities gives it some exclusivity on their IP it will also invest in non-university 
opportunities. We are aware that Northern Gritstone are talking to a number of businesses 
across the wider region. 

  
2.55 The company is now entering into its second investment round and is looking to raise 

£150m by the end of March, supporting plans for £100m investment into SY over a five-
year period. Alongside West Yorkshire Combined Authority we have been asked to take a 
stake as part of this raise, joining Greater Manchester Combined Authority who joined in 
the first raise in May 2022.  

  
2.56 In each year the company anticipates deploying capital in three respective areas: 

• An ongoing number of investments into new spin-out opportunities;  



• A smaller number of non-captive seed and later stage investments; and, 

• Existing Founding University pre-emption rights in historic spin- outs. 
  
2.57 The project intends to invest in c.100 entities across a 5-year time frame, across the whole 

of the North of England but clustered across the Greater Manchester, West and South 
Yorkshire regions.  

  
2.58 South Yorkshire businesses are expected to receive: 

• 1/3 of funding (at the moment more businesses are being backed in South Yorkshire 
than any other region) with 

• 30 companies from seed stage onwards to be provided with capital – helping to attain 
SYMCA’s target of increasing funding for seed stage companies in the area.  

• An average of 15 jobs are expected to be created per investment, which across 5 
years, equates to 450 additional jobs.  

• The capital will help provide c£400m of investment to the area, as the project aims to 
deploy close to £100m into South Yorkshire and other investors are expected to co-
invest 3x that amount 

  
2.59 Further detail, including proposed conditions of award, is presented in the appendices. 
  
 Schemes Under Development 
2.60 A number of schemes which the Board have previously endorsed for development 

continue to be worked-up at the time of writing: 
  
 • RAP Supply Chain programme; 

• UK Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme top-up; 

• Creative UK – Network Support for South Yorkshire Creatives; 

• South Yorkshire Co-Investment Fund Pilot; 

• Tech South Yorkshire; 

• SY Angel Platform and Pitch Readiness Fund. 
  
2.61 Into the future, decisions will be required on whether to progress these schemes through 

endorsement to the MCA or the commitment of available funding such as the uncommitted 
RAP allocation or recycled funding from loans or the BDUK clawback. Such decisions will 
need to be considered alongside the proposals covered in Item 10 to this report. 

  
 Forward Plan Timeline 
2.43 In addition to the schemes detailed above a number of business schemes are currently 

progressing through development. The details below set out the earliest that it is expected 
decisions could be made. 

  
2.45 Scheme reference D0033 has previously been approved by the Board and the MCA to 

progress to Full Business Case. Officers from the MCA and DMBC are currently liaising 
with the scheme sponsor to determine how this scheme may be progressed. This scheme 
will follow on an infrastructure scheme that is being progressed through the Housing & 
Infrastructure Board. 

  
2.46 Discussions on how this scheme could be funded are progressing with the sponsoring 

local authority. These discussions will be finalised before a decision is brought to the 
Board. 

  



2.47 Scheme reference D0034 was approved for progression to OBC at the MCA Board on the 
6th March. It is expected that this business case could be ready for consideration by June 
or July. 

  
2.48 Discussions on how this scheme could be funded are progressing with Government, 

private partners, and between the MCA and the sponsoring local authority. These 
discussions will be finalised before a decision is brought to the Board. 

  
3. Options Considered and Recommended Proposal 
  
3.1 Option 1 
 Approve the recommendation to approve two schemes to progress to full-approval and 

contract award. 
  
3.4 Option 1 Risks and Mitigations:   
 In choosing not to approve the two schemes the region will potentially miss out on the 

benefits of the investment that may otherwise have accrued.  
  
3.5 Option 2 
 The Board could choose to reject the proposal to endorse scheme reference D0049 to the 

MCA Board. 
  
3.6 The Board could also choose to reject the recommendation not to endorse scheme 

reference D0060 and propose that the MCA Board consider the scheme. 
  
3.8 Option 2 Risks and Mitigations:   
 In not recommending scheme references D0049 and D0060 the region would potentially 

miss out on significant growth opportunities. 
  
3.13 Recommended Option 
 Option 1 
  
4. Consultation on Proposal 
  
4.1 Recommendations have been discussed with appropriate local authority partners, and – in 

line with the MCA’s Assurance Framework – through the MCA’s internal Programme 
Board and Assurance Panel. 

  
5. Timetable and Accountability for Implementing this Decision   
  
5.1 The Corporate Director Business and Skills and the Executive Director Resources and 

Investment will be responsible for implementing decisions as soon as they are made. 
  
6. Financial and Procurement Implications and Advice 
  
6.1 This report recommends the progression of two schemes to full approval. Funding for both 

schemes has been identified from Gainshare allocations.  
  
6.3 The report further notes the budgetary performance of the thematic area across revenue 

and capital activity. At this stage only Made Smarter resource is considered at risk, with 
discussions required with Government to roll-forward any in-year underspend to future 
periods. 



  
  
7. Legal Implications and Advice 
  
7.1 The legal implications of the project have been fully considered by a representative of the 

Monitoring Officer and included in the recommendations agreed within the Assurance 
Summaries as presented in the Appendices. Projects have taken full legal advice 
regarding subsidy control.   

  
8. Human Resources Implications and Advice 
  
8.1 None. 
  
9. Equality and Diversity Implications and Advice 
  
9.1 None. 
  
10. Climate Change Implications and Advice 
  
10.1 None. 
  
11. Information and Communication Technology Implications and Advice 
  
11.1 None. 
  
12. Communications and Marketing Implications and Advice 

 
12.1 None. 
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